Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios
Transforming Southbank Centre

The Southbank has always been ‘outside’
the city and beyond the mainstream; a place
that positively encourages transgressive
behaviour. London’s C18th pleasure
gardens, like it’s C17th playhouses were
places for cross-cultural fertilization and
fun. Bringing people together under the
democratising influence of art and music,
they were precursors of the modern festival.
The future of the Southbank relies on a successful synthesis of
playhouse and pleasure garden, the optimism of the Festival of
Britain and the anarchy of the 1960s vision of a new cultural centre.
But the Southbank is also at the the heart of the city, with the best
and broadest views across the river that half encircles it and views
to most of London’s best loved landmarks. Today, with more
visitors than Westfield, the biggest cultural arts venue in the world
has once more become a pleasure garden of the arts; a space
for a multitude of curated and spontaneous events. The digital
age has given it a wider audience than the community and city it
serves. 				
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‘ People get taken in
and become part of the
city itself and change
the city. And that’s the
whole point. The place
keeps changing.”

‘The illuminations began
before we arrived, and I
must confess that upon
entering the Gardens
I found every sense
overpaid with more than
expected pleasure’
Oliver Goldsmith,
The Citizen of the World 1760

Suggs ‘Madness’ from ‘LondonThe Modern Babylon, Julian Temple
August 2012

Above: Archigram graphic
Left:
Royal Festival Hall
Below: Historic view of the Festival of Britain

‘This building does not use
the orthodox architectural
vocabulary consisting of
walls, roofs and windows,
but is an articulated piece
of sculpture in which roofs
and walls are not separate
units but cast as one’
Peter Moro in The Architect’s Journal,

26th April 1967
Left: Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens

the legacy of the festival

Clockwise from top: Ron Herron
collage, View of the Hayward Gallery,
Archigram, Cedric Price’s Fun Palace
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The hidden entrances
and multiple terraces that
emerged from the original
architect’s obsession
with exterior routes and
complex levels often work
against the vision of access
to art for all.

Improved connections to
buses on Waterloo Bridge

Southbank Centre Square
[North]

to Waterloo Station

Working with Martha Schwarz Partnership, we
have investigated many options for overcoming
this and have chosen to illustrate this in seven
strategic moves.
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The “come on up” yellow stair is
replaced by a bridge out to the river
edge, a dog-leg stair and a lift down
to the embankment which would
serve to announce the entrance.
There is a possibility in the future of
introducing multiple bridges along
the embankment to meet the waters
edge.
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This stair could continue it’s
direction of travel and arrive up on to
Waterloo Bridge (providing the BFI
were relocated). If not it would link
through to the existing steps further
north. Ramped access could be
made to the bridge going past the
Hayward Gallery to the south, and
also back to the river terraces.
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We have opened up the route to
Southbank Centre Square (North)
from the river by reducing the size of
the terrace connection between RFH
QEH Terraces.
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The QEH Level 03 garden terrace
would be extended to the river
and link into a new public lift and
staircase at the corner of the
building next to Waterloo Bridge.
This in turn would link round to the
existing central bridge and ultimately
back to the north end of the
Waterloo Bridge frontage.

We have opened up the route to the
Southbank Centre Square (North)
from Waterloo Station by cutting
07
back the terrace and removing the
steps. A central boulevard brings a
A new performance platform and
new connection to Waterloo Bridge.
a series of terraced steps provide
Retail spaces below enliven the edge. an inviting entrance from the north
corner of the site near Waterloo
Bridge close to the new public lift
04
and stair that links all levels at this
The whole of the Southbank has a
point.
new foyer leading to all it’s venues,
and signified by a new ramp climbing
an ampitheatrical grand staircase
leading from the original RFH
Making the most of external spaces
entrance. This becomes a new series wherever possible is key to lining the
of sunny terraced steps for audience routes with activity from retail and
or performers, intersected by a ramp performance.
for wheelchairs and pushchairs.
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The horizontal strata of the
terraces and balustrades is part
of the familiar character of the
Southbank. It is a landscape you
can walk around and climb over.

We want to enhance and develop this, making the
spaces work by providing them with a creative and
retail ‘plug-in’ and ‘pop-up’ infrastructure.
The walkways and terraces have to earn their keep
and provide space for street art and street food, to
relax and enjoy as well as performance spaces and
audience areas for a whole range of activities. Our
surgical removal of some of the existing terraces and
our prosthetic additions elsewhere create a wealth of
new spaces for sculpture and performance art. These
include:
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A new central stepped and
ramped amphitheatre, shared
between the RFH and the
new Southbank foyer is a
space that can take around
250 people seated and many
more people drifting through.
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A new ramped walkway
round to Belvedere Road with
a series of small performance
art spaces between the
ramps
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An upper level ‘Art-Route’
terrace where the garden
is to connect through to
Waterloo Bridge and around
the building

A grand ‘pleasure garden
foyer’ that captures the
biggest internal terrace
space at the centre of the
site. It provides spontaneous
performance space, a new
entrance for the Hayward
Gallery and P protected from
the weather with views down
from the Hayward Gallery
spaces above.

A new ‘hill-top’ terrace on
the QEH roof with access
from adjacent restaurant and
arts spaces. It could be an
exclusive party venue, an
exhibition space or simply a
garden in the air: preferably
all three.
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Increased density

04

New building

Vertical circulation
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01

03
Existing buildings

Horizontal circulation

River level
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Grey concrete can be a very
grey backdrop on a grey and
windswept day. To make the
Southbank terraces work as an
all-weather venue it needs at least
partial enclosure.
The logical place for this is the heart of the site where a
new internal space could provide indoor/outdoor space
for performance, art and activity. It could also provide a
centralised entrance space for information, ticketing and
orientation aswell as providing direct access to all the existing
venues and a new rehearsal studio below the steps at ground
floor level.
The new central space needs to announce itself to the
embankment, to Belvedere Road and to Waterloo Bridge. It
could do so by being tall and the height at this point in the site
makes it visible from these nearby routes and from across the
river without impeding any statutory view corridors. This is in
fact the area of the site where one could exploit the potential
to go even higher, which we have also illustrated in the
diagram on page 03. The Southbank Centre too could have
a central vertical element to match those of it’s distinguished
neighbours
The significance of this central move of enclosure cannot
be over emphasised. It provides a cross-axial route to the
cultural neighbours each side and gives the 60s buildings the
centre it has never had.

New building

Possible additional accommodation

Waterloo bridge

New building ‘pleasre garden foyer’

New grand stair

Royal Festival Hall
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The iconic concrete forms, the
giant boulders in the landscape
that give the Southbank its
character are hardly visible from
across the river, nor from Waterloo
Bridge.

and restaurant facilities. Building in this area not only adds
the required floorspace but it also provides a backdrop for the
existing buildings without destroying their character from the
west. More importantly it provides a new frontage to Waterloo
Bridge Road and potentially a grand new public entrance.
The nature of the building facing east down the Thames to St
Paul’s needs very careful consideration. The site is in a magical
position on the curve of the river. The water creates hidden
places to explore, like a city that is newly found by exploring.
Exciting. Never the same.

The buildings have a relatively low lying topography in a city
that is a developing greater presence all around it. The space
that we feel is underutilised and underdeveloped is the west
elevation to Waterloo bridge. There is considerable scope
for adding new floorspace to provide additional galleries,
education and study spaces, as well as very high quality retail

The Queen Elizabeth Hall and Hayward Gallery with connecting
strata are a created landscape. The new forms represent the
idea of mist that is coming from the river as Turner’s famous
painting describes. It creates an evocative connection with
the river; diaphanous as if floating. This sense of levitation
will create the sublime. A contrast between solid and light.
People flow like the river or mist around the objects, filling the

areas and then subsiding.
We see the new elevation as made from translucent marble
and glass with subtle fritting and mirror that create this illusion
of a mist. The building can disappear into the sky.
Underside and soffits, crafted and modelled in timber, a nod
to the site’s industrial past and a continuity of forms from the
glorious Festival of Britain, edging on the Baroque.

Centre: View from the river
Right: Sketch view looking towards the new
building, a canvas for changing artworks.

But we would like to think, in line with Southbank philosophy
of using every possible inch of space as a potential artwork
the façade could be designed to become an exterior display
wall. It could use digital media, with LEDs embedded into the
facade. It can also provide an inhabitable canvas of the similar
length as the Turbine Hall. A building that does make best
use of its best views but also allows for a wide range of artistic
interventions; a giant billboard for art in the city.
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The QEH and Purcell Rooms
provide, with their timber linings
and leather seats, the luxury of
a contemporary gentleman’s
club within the brutal concrete
encasement of the surrounding
building. We want to preserve this
character, and sensitively adapt
and repair it.

The two key performance spaces need a radical upgrade from a technical and environmental perspective and the acoustics could be adapted to suit the more
frequent use of amplified sound, but the interior character could remain intact. For the Purcell room we would like to explore rerouting the entrance and coming
in directly from the new central foyer space at the back of the auditorium. This would solve the congestion that currently exists near the QEH entrance. The new
lobbied entrance spaces at the back of the space could be combined with a new, lower control room with level access, and there is room for a balcony to add
more seats and provide a more of a sense of intimacy.
The QEH needs more upgrading of its backstage facilities, staging and rigging to accommodate a wider variety of performances. Within the auditorium there is
scope for creating a new integrated sound desk in the centre of the space which could be replaced with seats when not required. The sides and rear of the space
could be relined with flexible acoustic panels to increase absorptivity when required. Side balconies could also increase the scope for variety for both audience
and performers.
Access to this auditorium also needs rethinking. We are intrigued by the idea that the current void at the back of the foyer could provide a dramatic daylit link
between a new ground floor entrance space and the existing foyer. The entrance from the terrace could remain as a secondary space but could become part of a
much improved café and restaurant space at this level

Queen Elizabeth Hall - Section
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Like many artists, we appreciate
the gutsyness of the Hayward
gallery and tend to be forgiving of
its strange circulation patterns, its
daylighting and air conditioning
that don’t really work. We believe it
is possible to resolve the problems
and extend the range of spaces
it offers without losing its muchloved if brutal character.
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We have suggested three key moves:
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1. A new circulation core on the “front” of the building would
improve circulation throughout and allow each gallery space
to be closed independently of its neighbours to aid exhibition
turnaround. A new enlarged cafe, entrance and shop could
be located at ground level with glass facade opening to new
Central space.
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2. The freight lift and passenger lift could therefore be
removed from the central space and by removing the toilets at
mezzanine level we can bring daylight to the lower floors and
provide a psychological and occasionally a visual link through
the centre of the building. A ramp within the central space will
link the lower and raised gallery at entry level..
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3. A new extension to the south , at high level looking down
into the new foyer space would provide the best location for
the education centre, archive and library and new galleries.
This could share the use of one of the existing terraces and
also incorporate access to the Waterloo frontage which would
provide the canvas to the city mentioned previously.
The rooflights could be replaced with new thermally efficient
silicone glazing and external solar shading with the same
distinguishing profile. New access to roofs from central area
can be incorporated. All of this we would like to see achieved
with minimal impact on the appearance of the cubist forms,
chamfered terraces, and pyramidal rooflights that have
become symbolic of the building but at the same time the new
Hayward is more transparent and more accessible.
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Upper Gallery level

Entrance level

‘We must have God’s
light in this building.’
Henry Moore contribution to the Hayward design

01. Cafe
02. Entrance
03. Shop
04. Gallery
05. Freight Lift
06. Passenger Lift
07. New Gallery over two floors for Collections plus
additional Gallery
08. New ramped access from Waterloo Bridge with spaces
for performance over new retail / commercial use
09. Internal volume opened with new ramped access to
gallery and rationalized services
10. New rooflight and side light where toilets removed
11. Glazing to terrace

Queen Elizabeth Hall

Purcell Room

Pleasure Garden Foyer

Hayward Gallery
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The Southbank gardens have produced an
inspirational and transformative impact on the upper
terraces. In the renovation of the building we would
seek to provide for both permanent and temporary
installations of this nature to happen more easily
by looking at soil depth, water supply and drainage
and making gardens part of the repertoire of the
Southbank’s offer. The creative infrastructure
network would include plant and planting.

A day in the life of the Southbank centre

We would propose renovating the existing terraces and
creating a new terrace on top of the QEH to contain planting
and provide the opportunity within the new wintergarden for a
wider range of plants to thrive. In addition the display wall on
the new building facing Waterloo Bridge could from time to
time and season to season become a green wall overlooking
the bend in the river
We are aware of the work done to date by the team from
MaxFordham and would welcome working with them to
take the project further. We subscribe to the principles of
prioritizing:
WORKING WITH THE USERS: raising awareness via series
of workshops, achieving buy-in to key principles, explaining the
significance of strategies
WORKING WITH THE BUILDING FABRIC: insulating and
draft proofing the building, and controlling ventilation rates, and
adding a second skin where appropriate
WORKING WITH THE BUILDING TECHNOLOGY; increasing
the efficiency of the equipment
WORKING TO REDUCE THE CARBON IN THE ENERGY
SUPPLY; using renewable energy systems,- photovoltaics and
ground-source cooling
In terms of the building fabric we assume that much of the
heat loss is through the extended roof terraces and note that
it is easier to add insulation whist renovating flat roofs than it
is to walls and windows. But we have also looked at an overall
approach which provides a new building enclosure around
most of the west side of the building and the new central
glazed enclosure would reduce heat loss from those walls it
encloses. Moderating the temperature difference by creating
this intermediate “wintergarden” space will also help create
sheltered but unheated performance spaces
In terms of ventilation strategies for the Auditoria and Gallery,
efficiencies could be gained by reversing the flow of the
ventilation from bottom to top, and cooling, though necessary
would then be kept to a minimum.
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